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NEWSLETTER RENAULT CLASSIC February 2011–April 2012



EDITORIAL Dear Renault Classic fans They're off ...! The 2012 festivities have begun! The Monte Carlo Historique rally and the Retromobile Exhibition set the wheels in motion. The cold and the snow threatened to stall both events but, in the end, did not stop them from being great successes. You came in droves to support our 'skateboard' driving teams and have fun visiting the Renault stand at the Retromobile show. Thank you for your support! Among the numerous forthcoming events, three are of particular note: - Le Mans Classic, for which we are currently preparing our cars, including a complete overhaul of the A442B, whose engine has also recently been fully reworked with the help of Renault Sport F1. As already mentioned, we have found a solution to accommodate other eligible vehicles, besides the A110, in our Club Area. There is still time to sign up as registration is open until 30 March. - The Goodwood Festival of Speed, where Renault is back with a vengeance, not only with cars entered in the hillclimb event but—for the first time ever—a Corporate stand. - The first Renault Festival, for which 32 clubs have already signed up. See you there! Hugues Portron and the Renault Classic team



2012 PROGRAMME 06–16 March 30 March–09 April 15 April 16–21 April 20–23 April 28 April–01 May



►Geneva Motor Show ►"Art on the Road" Exhibition ►29th five- and two-litre Le Mans races ►Tour Auto ► First Renault 5 outing in the United Kingdom, organised by the AIR-5 club ►10th Juvaquatre meeting in the Sarthe department, organised by the Île-de-France CAR



05–06 May 11–13 May 13 May



►World Series by Renault Motorland (Spain) ►Anglo-French meeting in England, organised by the Sandouville CAR ►8th Retro-Renault at the Gardens of the Rochetaillée sur Saône Motor Museum, organised



19–20 May 02–03 June 02 June 24 June 29 June–01 July 30 June–01 July



►AMAG Rally ►World Series by Renault Spa-Francorchamps (Belgium) ►Autodrome Heritage Festival ►RétrOcéane La Route 276 organised by the Sandouville CAR ►Goodwood Festival of Speed (United Kingdom) ►World Series by Renault Nurburgring (Germany) ►Renault Alliance Club Passion national outing in Loire-Atlantique ►Le Mans Classic ►World series by Renault Moscow (Russia) ►World series by Renault Hungaroring (Hungary) ►Renault Festival ►World series by Renault Paul Ricard (France) ►Paris Motor Show ►World Series by Renault Barcelona (Spain) ►Lohéac Second-Hand Car Sale ►Epoqu'Auto



and the Le Mans CAR



by the Lyonnais CAR



06–08 July 14–15 July 15–16 July 22–23 September 29–30 July 29 Sept./ 14 October 20–21 October 6–7 October 09–11 November



Renault Festival, at the heart of the brand The event for all Renault cars, open to all Renault enthusiasts. A weekend for your diaries: 22–23 September A legendary venue: Montlhéry
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NEWS 27 January–18 March 2012 ► "Sacrés Moteurs" Exhibition at the Atelier Renault



The Atelier Renault is celebrating Formula 1 with an exhibition devoted to mechanical excellence. A variety of engines, including the first two-cylinder made by Louis Renault, the F1 V6 Turbo from 1975 and the current RS27 are on show, together with single-seaters for the participants to enjoy. In addition to Formula 1 cars, visitors will see various versions of the Renault 5— celebrating its 40th birthday—on show, including the "Tour de Corse" version and some production models: Clio Gordini R.S., Clio R.S. Angel and Demon, Twingo R.S. and the Twizy. Next episode: 18 March with the first Grand Prix of the 2012 season, in Australia! ►For



more info: For further details, visit the website at: http://fr.atelier.renault.com



28 January–04 February 2012 ► Monte Carlo Historique rally This year, Renault has entered three Renault 5 Alpine Group 2 cars in the Monte-Carlo Historique. The 'skateboards', as they are nicknamed—prepared specially for the rally—set off from Reims on Monday 30 January, cheered on by a large crowd of enthusiasts. Despite the bad weather and the tricky driving conditions, our three teams managed to complete the 2,500-kilometre route. 'Manu' Guigou, 2008 French off-road rally vice-Champion—more used to the Megane R.S. N4 than the th 'skateboard'—finished 66 overall. rd Alain Serpaggi, a former Alpine test driver, finished 153 in the roll of honour which was as long as it nd was varied. Finally, Jean Ragnotti, driving the car and sporting the number 19 with which he took 2 th place overall in the 1978 Monte Carlo rally, finished in 26 position. Well done to all!



►For



more info: Should you require further information, feel free to visit the website at: www.acm.mc
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An Alpine on the podium! Text by Gilbert Voisin Jean-Pierre Coppola, a member of the 4-cylinder Alpine A310 association, finished in second place overall at the 2012 Monte Carlo Historique Rally in an Alpine A310 1800. "The 4-cylinder Alpine A310 association is delighted to announce the success of Jean-Pierre th Coppola, a long-standing member of our association, and his team at the 15 Monte Carlo Historique rally, driving the 4-cylinder Alpine A310 1800. Despite the wintry weather conditions, which made this a Monte Carlo to remember, the A310 team surged from fourth to second place out of 202 cars still ranked, winning the prestigious 'Turini' regularity section. Jeanst Pierre Coppola, accompanied by Olivier Sussot, were the 1 st ranked team from Turin, 1 -ranked French team in the race and st 1 -ranked Alpine and Renault sport team overall! Our congratulations go to this fantastic crew and its support team. th Since celebrating the 40 birthday of the 4-cylinder A310 at La Châtre in May 2011, we have been overwhelmed by a string of successes, including the wins enjoyed by the association's drivers in the various VHC disciplines and the awards we took home from Epoq’auto in November 2011. In addition, the superb victory at the world's greatest regularity test, at the wheel of our favourite car, points towards an exceptional year to come! More than 40 years after its launch, the 4-cylinder Alpine A310 is still writing new chapters in the history of racing! Once again, our warmest congratulations go to the VHCOPPOLA dream team and their A310 1800! " ►For



more info: Should you require further information, feel free to visit the A310 4-cylinder Association website at: http://a310.4c.free.fr/



01–05 February 2012 ► Retromobile After returning in 2011 to celebrate the 4L's 50th birthday, Renault Classic was once again present in 2012 with a stand designed around three anniversaries: - 110 years of engine excellence - The 50th anniversary of the Alpine Renault A110 - the 40th anniversary of the Renault 5. Visitors to the 720 m² exhibition were able to see: the Type K, which saw off the Mercedes among other rivals in the 1902 Paris-Vienna race; a Formula 1 car representing Renault's involvement at the very highest level of motor racing; a selection of A110s, including the very last 1600 SX produced in Dieppe in July 1977; and some 'everyday' and sports versions of the Renault 5!



►For



more info: For all the information you need, visit the website at: http://www.retromobile.com
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24 March 2012 ► 3rd Meeting of Renault Club Presidents This gathering will give attendees an opportunity to check the progress made on the three projects initiated at previous meetings: - the creation of a website, designed to showcase the network of Renault and Alpine associations; - the organisation of clubs based on national Federations; - the gathering of all Renault enthusiasts at an annual meeting (the Renault Festival). ►For



more info: If you would like to take part in the next session to share your ideas and help us with any of the projects, please send an email to: [email protected]



19–20 November 2011 ► Le Mans Classic th



The 6 edition of Le Mans Classic will be held on 6, 7 and 8 July 2012. Renault Classic will again be present at this gathering of motoring enthusiasts, taking part in the race with, for the first time, three cars – the A442 B, the M65 and an A110 1300 – whilst setting up a Renault Club enclosure which this year will be dedicated to celebrating the birthday of the Alpine Renault A110. We would therefore like to invite all owners of Renault and Alpine vehicles to join us for this exceptional event. The entire Renault Classic team hopes to share this weekend of automotive passion with you. ►For



more info: Registration form on request [email protected] Please note: Registration closes on 30 March



Renault Festival, at the heart of the brand A day for all Renault cars, open to all Renault enthusiasts. Registration for this big event opened on 1 February. Thus far, 30 clubs have expressed a desire to attend and play an active role in the festival, thus allowing their members to benefit from the special club price (40 euros instead of 60 euros for two people and a vehicle). In terms of Festival news, as you saw in the News section: - Bruno Vandestick—well-known to aficionados of the Le Mans 24 Hours—will be attending and doing us the honour of taking the host's microphone for the weekend; - Michelin will be there, offering festival-goers the chance to enjoy the thrills and spills of its driving simulator. There'll be more news over the next few weeks, with a few nice surprises along the way. The success of the event depends enormously on the involvement of the various Renault and Alpine brand and model clubs. So, don't forget—activity suggestions must be in by 15th March. Be inventive! See you soon at Linas-Montlhéry!
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IN THE CLUBS 02 March ► 60th birthday of the Renault Owners Club On 2 March, the Renault Owners' Club held a fitting celebration of its 'Diamond anniversary'. The club's members gathered at the very place where it was formed in 1952! Its sixty years make it Europe's oldest Renault club. Various events on the Renault Owners' Club programme, such as the weekend of 20–22 July at Bewl Water (Lamberhurst, Kent) will provide an opportunity to celebrate this milestone. Congratulations and all the very best! ►For



more info: For further details, visit the website at: http://www.renaultownersclub.com/diamond.shtml



COMING SOON 28 April–01 May ► 10th Juvaquatre meeting th



The 10 edition of the Juvaquatre meeting will be held in the Sarthe department, this time supported by the Le Mans CAR. Since 2003, this event has become a ritual among Juva collectors and an essential annual event for enthusiasts. In 2012, from 28 April to 1 May, the Sarthe will welcome some 50 models to celebrate the Juvaquatre's 75th birthday. The event will be seen on the roads of the Sarthe, the streets of Old Le Mans and the Le Mans metropolitan area, the cradle of Renault in the region. The Le Mans CAR will cater for all enthusiasts with its 'Tacot' and a "Gendarmerie" Juvaquatre. ►For



more info: Registration form available at: http://juvaquatre.free.fr/rass2012/ProgrBulletinLeMans061211.pdf



20–23 April 2012 ► 1st AIR-5 club outing in London with your Supercars! Tower Bridge, Buckingham Palace, Big Ben, Piccadilly Circus...places you will all be familiar with, but have you ever had the chance to visit London? Whatever your answer, AIR-5 is offering you the chance to go the extra mile and visit the UK's capital with your Renault 5! AIR-5 will turn your dream into reality with a wonderful fun weekend break from 20 to 23 April 2012, from the wide plains of Kent to Europe's biggest pop-rock city: London. ►For



more info: Should you require further information, feel free to visit the AIR 5 Club website at: http://www.renault-5.net/



13 May ► Aisne department Alpine and Renault Sports meeting Come and join us for our Aisne department Alpine and Renault Sports meeting, organised by the Cars02 club. Two 'tourist' rallies will be available at the event for you to discover Picardie. You will be welcomed from 8.00 a.m. at the Renault SODAL Garage, Chambry / Laon 02. First departure at around 9.00 a.m. depending on arrivals, second departure at around 2 pm.



►For



more info: If you would like further details, please send an email to the Cars02 club president, Michael Chollet: [email protected]
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19–20 May 21st AMAG rally st



Our Association Mâconnaise Alpine Gordini (AMAG) is holding its 21 international event on 19 and 20 May 2012. Among the many personalities in attendance (J.Ragnotti, A.Serpaggi, J.Jaussaud, etc.), Jean Claude Andruet will be guest of honour at this latest edition. The event will take place over two days, though many of you may arrive on the Friday when a dinner will be laid on by the AMAG. A packed schedule! Saturday: discovery of the Beaujolais and Mâconnais regions (scenic tours covering around 250 kilometres). Wine-tasting in the Lugny winery followed by freebee giveaways, before returning to Macon in the evening for a good meal. Sunday morning: departure with a trip to the Julienas winery in the Rhône department, then on to the Ain department before returning to Saône et Loire (total distance around 140 kilometres). We will take care of booking the hotel rooms, catering, parking for trailers and welcoming participants from Friday afternoon (please specify when entering if you wish to stay Sunday night). Our aim is to create a warm and friendly event and to allow you to discover our region. The event brings together some 170 cars, so make sure you book early as demand grows every year. ►For



more info: Registration for 1 team (2 people) €160 + bed and breakfast from €54 to €70 per night depending on the hotel. t One free entry (excluding overnight stays) for every 10 entries booked. Vehicles accepted: Renault sports models and all Alpines



19–20 May ► 3rd "Renault chez les anges" meeting Join us on 19 and 20 May in Bussy en Othe and Villechetives (Yonne department). Various activities will be available throughout the weekend: walk in the region, tasting session, tombola, concours d'élégance. This year's great new feature will be a second-hand swap shop. ►For



more info: For all bookings and information, feel free to contact Vlad: +33 6 61 70 18 46



26–03 June ► 50th birthday of the Caravelle To celebrate the 50th birthday of the Caravelle and the Floride S, the Floride Caravelle Club de France will be organising a number of events including a special stay in the heart of France. From one geographical central point, seven scenic tours will allow the participants to discover the treasures of our regions; a mixture of art, history and local specialities enhanced with a variety of activities... ►For



more info: For further details, visit the website at: http://fccdf.free.fr
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION



THE RENAULT 8



50 years and counting!



2012



Launched in June 1962, the Renault 8's angular shapes express both the modernity of the period and its asserted functionality: containing as many people and as much luggage as possible in a small space. It was driven by what would become a legendary engine, the Cléon Fonte, whose great innovation was the crankshaft resting on five bearings—a device that allowed a significant boost in power. The range was expanded in 1965 with the 8 Gordini sports version and the 8 Major. The latter was the luxury version of the Renault 8 with a 1,100 cc engine. It offered an automatic option, without clutch pedal or gear lever and equipped with T 124 automatic transmission controlled via buttons on the dashboard. This automation maintained the verve of the Renault 8 Major's engine whilst leaving open the possibility of sports driving. Model shown: Year: 1965 Engine: Renault 4-cylinder Cléon Fonte, 50 hp Transmission: Automatic T 124 - 3 speed + MA Brakes: disk brakes on all four wheels Dimensions: Length 3.99 m; Width 1.49 m; Weight 760 kg



WHO AM I?



Who is lurking behind these photos? Answers on next page
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Answer: Renault 5 Alpine Group 2 Despite modest power, between 1978 and 1980 the Renault 5 Alpine Gr. 2 utterly dominated its category and secured occasional successes in championship rallies. In 1978, Renault Sport took a gamble: after the Alpines, the line was represented by a small, popular car.... with frontwheel drive! At the wheel of the Renault 5 Alpine Group 2, Jean Ragnotti finished a superb second overall and first in his category at the 1978 Monte Carlo Rally. This was the start of a brilliant run, which continued in 1979 with second place at the terrifying Tour de Corse. The impudent Renault thus locked horns with far more powerful Porsches and Fiat-Abarths and ended its sports career in spectacular fashion: the car you see before you was driven to victory by Jean Ragnotti, assisted by Jean-Marc Andrié, at the French Rally Championship in 1980. It was almost always victorious in the Group 2 category and acquitted itself superbly overall, taking 3rd place at the Nice-Jean Behra Rally, 2nd place at the Poland Rally and outright victory at the Charbonnières, Lorraine and Mont Blanc Rallies. With this glorious ending, the sacred number could move aside for a future legend: the Renault 5 Turbo.



Engine: Straight four engine, 1,397 cc, 140 hp at 7,500 rpm. Transmission: on front wheels, 5 speeds + MA Brakes: disk brakes on all four wheels Dimensions: Length 3.55 m; Width 1.85 m; Weight 795 kg Top speed: approx. 190 km/h



Renault Classic on Facebook Join the Renault Classic community Following the success of the Renault 4 page, created especially for its anniversary, we would now like to invite you to visit the "Renault Classic" Facebook fan page. Discussions with collectors, event photos, anecdotes.. join us and share your passion.



►For



more info: Join more than 700 fans of the Renault Classic community: http://www.facebook.com/renaultclassic



CONTACT US Renault Classic FR- RSC BL2 1 70, 68 quai Georges Gorse, 92100 Boulogne Billancourt Cedex – France Fax: +33 (0)1 76 89 05 18 - E-mail: [email protected] If you would like to be added to the Renault Classic collectors database, please send an e-mail to the following address: [email protected] Please send any requests for compliance certificates to: Renault Classic EQV NOV 0 67, 13 Avenue Paul Langevin, 92359 Le Plessis-Robinson e-mail: [email protected]
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